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Seeger Explains Views on Music

by Lyn Heine

"If I do my job right, I think I can explain that this type of songs are not trying to tear down Americanism, but are rather an attempt to build up," explained folk singer Pete Seeger who appeared in concert here last Sunday.

Seeger went on to explain although many of folk songs are controversial and tend to disagree with the mores of society, they are an attempt to make people more aware of today's problems.

When asked at a press conference following Sunday performance why he felt the "Salter and Wallace people" failed to appear with their picket signs, he replied: "Usually you'll find that these people aren't half as strong as the noise they make." - -

Seeger explained as a folk singer he hopes to "Go ahead and make the best music you know how.

He told the pressmen that such programs as "Hootenanny" are a fraud because much true folk music is never presented on the air. "The audience wants something fast and funny which ends up to be a half hour of yak."

"I feel that programs of homemade music can do well," Seeger said. He told of a program that appeared on ten educational stations where he and other noted folk singers such as Judy Collins sit around and swap songs.

When asked if he felt he was blacklisted from television, Seeger replied, "I don't believe that there is really anything like a black list still existing in tv... The biggest problem is to open it up generally to the richness of America."

Seeger has made recent appearances on the Smother Brothers' Show with Holt, III with McGraw-Hill in the Student Union Building ballroom, followed by an informal buffet dinner.

Today's program will open with a welcome address by Dr. Richard E. Bullington, executive vice president of Boise State College, with Eugene Burkhardt, IFLTA president, presiding.

The Basque Dancers performed during an intermission.

The rest of the day will be filled with panels and dialogues in French, German, Spanish and Latin.

Rodeo Offers Action At Stampede Grounds

Milk Your Cow? by Kathi Sherman

Rodeo means action, and it's what you'll get at the BSC Rodeo. Sponsored by the BSC Rodeo Club, under president Dan Ackley, this show will be the biggest and wildest yet.

Starting tonight at 7:30 at the Snake River Stampede Grounds, the rodeo will continue tomorrow, Saturday, with two shows, at 1 and 7:30 p.m. Admission will be $1.50 for adults, $1 for students, and $.50 for children.

Among many western colleges coming for this event are Idaho State University, Weber State College, Dixie College, Utah State University, Utah, Snow and Ricks.

These college teams are not to be underrated according to Ackley. They are not to ride not for money but for honor. "Tough competition is ahead for BSC, but our riders are eager to show the others that BSC has the men to do the job."

The stock for the show is known for its meaness and are some of the wildest stock to be found. Featured events are: bareback bronc, saddle bronc, calf roping, steer wrestling, bull riding, barrel racing, goat tying, and break away roping. Qualification runs will be in the afternoon, and the top qualifiers will compete in the evening show.

Have you ever tried milking a wild cow? Here is your chance! First you get eight of the meanest, wildest cows you can find. Remember, these cows have never been tamed and probably have never seen a human. Their wild instincts are intact and ready to explode. Then you get eight man teams to put up five dollars for the entry fee.

The point of the game is to catch the wild cow and milk it. Then get the bottle of milk back to the starting line and pour some milk over that line. Only on the way back to the line any member from the other teams can stop you and milk out the milk in the bottle.

The rest of the day will be filled with panels and dialogues in French, German, Spanish and Latin.
Law and Order candidacy

"Mesenger-Index," Emnutt, Idaho

A favorite commodity of political pundits in Idaho these days is speculation over the impact of American Independence Party candidate George Wallace on the Idaho electorate, and there seems to be agreement that the Alabama segregationist is in for a significant number of votes in the general election in November. However, no one in Idaho nor elsewhere in the nation knows whether Wallace will poll as much as Hubert Humphrey, and all agree that he will pull more Republican votes than Democratic votes, or more Democratic votes than Republican votes, depending on the political point of view of the writer.

This is nonsense. Wallace has tremendous emotional appeal because he embodies all grievances of the American people, but the appeal is shallow. Even people who quietly or passionately say they are going to vote for Wallace are going to think long and hard before they really vote for the Wallace brand of Demagogy.

There is discontent in America. There is discontent in partisanship of both the candidates put conventions hounded them. There is deep discontent over the quandary of Vietnam. There is discontent over problems popularly associated with recent court social decisions. And most of all there is discontent over the mediocre that has erupted for six straight summers in the social revolution that has happened in America.

All these discontentes Wallace exploits with great skill. But Wallace has only one issue, one that he calls law and order. Law and order is the catch-phrase of the 1968 presidential election. It has infinite shades of meaning for different people, and the political candidates attempt to make the public does not distinguish differences of meaning.

To George Wallace, law and order means unrelenting and uncomprosmising suppression of the Negro race. When George Wallace speaks about the threaten the bureaucrats and the suppose court into the Wallace's bid for the presidency. He sometimes speaks in terms that are somewhat ambiguous, but his passion is anti Negro.

Even people who are not inclined toward black nationalists believe there is a situation in the inferiority of the Negro race, that the Wallace course is in the future to the way of the war between the races.

Wallace has an emotional appeal for many people. He exploits the popular discontent. He will carry some states where race prejudice and his idea of what he will mean in the weeks after the election. In Idaho he will win the sympathy of a great many people. He will win the votes of all these groups and those discommodates who have lost faith in the American political process.

He probably won't even win the election over the president into the House of Representatives, though certainly a possibility that last happened in 1824.

High School Traditions Interfere With College

by Doug Young "The Signpost" Weber State College

"Collective interference with one's education," is becoming somewhat of a by-line for a generation of students. Some students wonder what the real purpose of higher education is.

Here, at Weber, we may, without defining education, state the same idea in a different context: that being the purpose of attending college would be?

There would be no more spoon feeding, no more "Father-replacements" and you, most of all would be asked to study in the library.

Remember the last days of your senior year at high school and all the gossip of how different college would be? There would be no more spoon feeding, no more "Father-replacements" and you, most of all would be asked to study in the library.

Chairman of the theater who one would get up and if you refused to sit at your desk as long as you did the assignments, turned your term paper in on time, and took notes in class? Wrong! Not so at Weber.

A recent art history catalog reveals that we believe in, our professor, the next professor, has the interest of the person if he sits in attendance.

There are no definitions or by-line statement giving them the right to do so, and the implementation of the policy. You just accept it and go along with it.

The logic behind this rather obvious practice is promoted by the fact of being a student, that one is doing it in one or two ways or the other.

The first of these assumptions, or so the theory goes, is that a student can find nothing to do with his time that attend every class. The second rationalization, for that is what it is, follows the line that students who attend--not get better grades, but do students who fail to.

By this method one can adequately compensate the person who ritualistically attends anything.

However, we would question both of these assumptions. In a number of classes, the material offered is presented in such a way as to allow a certain amount of class participation, and conversely, leaving an hour free to study. Another notices in a number of attendance grade courses is that the prof. requires and is a great comfort to attempt to bring his subject down to the level of a college student. By a study and useless concept keeping as soon feeding, driving a pessimist up the wall.

And after a couple of days he (the good student) is faced with the decision whether to resign himself to a class whose sole value lies it to its tests of endurance or deducing it to the library or discuss something with friends in the dorm. The first one many times feels like a Superprize; the second fails. Such is the choice.

It is similar to the student, to the college and to the community in general.

As for the validity of the second assumption, we can use a few of the students to the fact that class attendance is no less ridiculous.

The student who sits in every class, every day, may indeed be incompetant, and to boost his grade simply on the basis of attendance is no less ridiculous.

And to penalize the good or superior student because he feels he can do as well outside of a forty by twenty foot room is to belittle the value of education.

If a student can get the necessary knowledge on his own he deserves an attendance grade comparable to that of one who reads the text for the information. This seems only just if the college is to be a place of learning and not simply a place where by attending class, we get grades in a manner similar to the California indentations for rain, all

such a place.

I am a lover of Shakespeare and confess that any production of Macbeth, with a stretch of the imagination, could be considered good. And I do consider the production a good one, remembering the fact that one should look to the size of his stage and the overall size of the house before palming the number of actors and the amount of house needed.

If this is overlooked, as in some ways it was with regard to the College theater, a production of Macbeth can be full of sound and fury, though, signify nothing.

Sincerely,

John Miller, 211 Hill Dr.
Boise, Idaho

Letters To The Editor

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

POLICY

electracll 11.68

Letters-to-the-editor of the Boise State College ARBITER cannot exceed 250 words in length, and must be submitted to the ARBITER editorial staff on or before Monday of the week of publication.

No policy concerning the withholding of names of those submitting is to be enforced.

The ARBITER reserves the right to reject any letter submitted for publication.

Dear Editor:

I had the opportunity of seeing the Boise College production of Macbeth on September 21st. I understand I was quit fortunate for the tickets were sold out in advance. I was alone thougb, and was able to purchase a ticket.

As the play opened, I was amazed at the authentic stage and couldn't believe the work that had been done. The set was constructed with skill. The play opened and I dined for a couple of minutes. The next time I looked up, the audience was delighting in the beautiful scenery. The set was constructed with skill.

I was astounded to see the complete and excellent costumes of each actor and thought sure there were no errors. I discovered later that they were all hand made and now you realize the meaning of the words at the end of the credit for the production staff..."and consign it elsewhere.

However, as the play progressed, I felt as though I were at an opera house witnessing a million dollar production of a fairy tale. A moment I thought they were playing to a special house audience in one of those hidden balconies way in back of the theater. I checked later and failed to find
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SHORTEST LETTER OF THE WEEK

I know who’s afraid of Virginia Woolf.

Sincerely yours,
William James Teverybaugh

Letter to the Editor

References made in the letter to the editor dated Friday, October 4, concerning a radio station in Boise that broadcasts a program called “Coffee Time,” as moderated by Bob Salter. In particular the writer wishes to remark concerning the opinion of “Name Withheld.” Radio KATN and Radio KBBK FM Stereo are locally-owned radio stations operating in the public interest. The licensees owner Ralph Frazier is a member of the Boise City Council, a member of the Bronco Booster’s Club, a charter member of the Intergalactic Knights, and a graduate of Boise Junior College. Mr. Salter, who I believed was slandered in the attack, dated last Friday, Oct. 4, is a veteran radio broadcaster with almost 20 years of experience to his credit. He is a working member in his church and a solid Idaho citizen. Radio KATN has been cited for its public service programs in several nationally-known magazines and newspapers. The station has garnered editorial awards and has been televised over the national NCR network.

A year ago, the station single-handedly performed an outstanding job of collecting diapers and food for the homeless and destitute mothers in flood-stricken Fairbanks, Alaska. Gov. Samuelson kindly authorized the use of the national guard aircraft to airlift over 30,000 diapers to Fairbanks. Radio KATN’s policy is to present the truth and to allow anyone’s opinion to be expressed.

Last Monday, Oct. 7, Glenn Ligon and Dr. W.E. Ewing of the Boise School Board appeared on the Bob Salter “Coffee Time” program answering questions concerning the recent bond issue. As you know, the bond issue passed with a whopping 91 per cent. Radio KATN feels that though these facilities that were offered at no charge, the bond issue received a much-needed helping hand.

We wish to ask the person who wrote the letter last week and signed it “Name Withheld” to come forth and be recognized that he knows who we are and we would like to know who is she rather than allowing this unknown person to hide behind a shield of anonymity.

Signed,
Ralph F. Frazier

Flying Broncos Wing to Air Institute

Flying Broncos, as well as other owners and pilots of small aircraft from Utah and Idaho, gathered at Logan last Saturday for Utah State University’s sixth annual fly-in institute. Those attending the fly-in from Boise State were Mr. Robert Ross, Prof. Wayne White, advisor for the Flying Broncos; Bob Watts, manager of the Printing and Graphic Services; Jack Recher, John Bentley, Stan Olsen, Mike Pullum, Ray Bempor, Richard Ross, Mike Whittig and Bob Borgonza.

Watts, Renter and Bentley provided the transportation with their own aircraft.

The institute, sponsored by the Department of Industrial and Technical Education with Leon Hall, instructor in that department, as chairman, is designed to assist flyers with the latest technical information, safety instruction and techniques.

Would like to know who is she rather than allowing this unknown person to hide behind a shield of anonymity.

Signed,
Ralph F. Frazier

Flying Broncos President

The Flying Broncos, as well as other owners and pilots of small aircraft from Utah and Idaho, gathered at Logan last Saturday for Utah State University’s sixth annual fly-in institute. Those attending the fly-in from Boise State were Mr. Robert Ross, Prof. Wayne White, advisor for the Flying Broncos; Bob Watts, manager of the Printing and Graphic Services; Jack Recher, John Bentley, Stan Olsen, Mike Pullum, Ray Bempor, Richard Ross, Mike Whittig and Bob Borgonza.

Watts, Renter and Bentley provided the transportation with their own aircraft.

The institute, sponsored by the Department of Industrial and Technical Education with Leon Hall, instructor in that department, as chairman, is designed to assist flyers with the latest technical information, safety instruction and techniques.

Would like to know who is she rather than allowing this unknown person to hide behind a shield of anonymity.

Signed,
Ralph F. Frazier
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'Macbeth' Cast Dinner
Features Actor Recognition

The day after the closing of "Macbeth," the closing-病人阅读的实数

The cast dinner, attended by 51 persons involved in the play, was the occasion for presentation of awards. The title of Best Actor was won by John Eichen (Macduff), and Best Actress went to Linda Winkertson (Lady Macbeth).

Other awards included Best Supporting Actor, John Charchalis for Lennox; Best Supporting Actress, Gail Lamer, Michelle Baisden and June Stahl; Best Director, Red Womble for their portrayal of the "three weird sisters." The Bit Part was awarded to Rounding Kitting for Swords, the porter. Most Cooperative Male Recognition was given to Jim Scott, who played Banquo, the servant. Most Cooperative Female was Shari Maugham, who was Tyrone's manager.

Jim Teverbaugh (Banquo) was given the "Espousing Charms" award, and the "Addy" went to Mike Roland. The "Addy" goes to the person who made the most "bubba" during a play. The name originated several years ago from a character in a play, and each member was given a color photograph of the cast.

Many plaids were received by the drama department for the quality of the "Macbeth" presentation. One local columnist wrote that "Director John E. Warwick, who is responsible for the whole thing, is to be congratulated ... I must say that Macbeth was so well done that I do not intend to miss Warwick's next production ... There is Ron Kemppetz, the technical designer, who has as great as an art极少的人 said that to know the college can be capable of such caliber work. As Alumni, we are bursting with pride.

Director Warwick closed the cast dinner with this pronouncement: "Macbeth is dead, so now we have the Big Gun."

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUSS
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Judo Club Elects New Officers

Don Davis was elected president of the newly formed Judo Club at a recent meeting. Other officers chosen to lead for the coming year included Gary Warkins, vice-president; Mike Harvey, secretary; and Jack Matlock, Senate representative.

The Judo Club will sponsor a First Lady. No knowledge of Judo is necessary to become a member. Contact Mr. Ralph Tipting or Robert Taylor, the club's two facators, for the winter and spring months the Judo Club participates in seven Judo tournaments throughout the Northwest. The club also sponsors a tournament in the spring and participates actively in other school activities. Any student interested in joining the club should contact Mr. Ralph Tipting, Robert Taylor, or any club officer.

"Hometies" Renamed

Lita Lyskow is the new name of the home economics club formerly called the Hometies. The change was made to conform to the newly adopted at the group's second meeting—September 12.

Officers elected for the coming year were Ann Cram, secretary; Helen Cooper, treasurer; and Robin Fritts, publicity chairman.

The newly named club featured a demonstration of the electronic range by the Idaho Power Company, which meeting is to be held October 25.

Comedies Billed Tonight

Mrs. Carolyn Sierliw will provide piano accompaniment for the classic silent comedies to be shown during the Boise State College Film Society.

The two films will be Huster Keaton's "Buster Keaton's Jokes" and Harry Langdon's "Soldier Man." The Keaton film is recognized as one of the extraordi- -er made. Keaton himself called it "the first of my two best films."

Harry Langdon is less well known than Keaton, but critics have raved over his performances in "Keaton and Clifton" as one of the great comedians.

The films will be shown at 8 o'clock tonight in the Liberal Arts auditorium.

Sorens to Sing

One of Idaho's best folk singers, Rosalie Sorens, will entertain during the Boise State College freshman class meeting to be held Wednesday, October 16 at 7 p.m. in the Liberal Arts Building. The meeting is open to all BSC freshmen.

Soul Band at "The"

Dance to the "Flames," an all soul band from Mountain Home, will provide the entertainment during the Fiji Band performance at The at 7:30 p.m. on Friday, October 13 at the Fiji Band.
VISTA Recruits
VISTA recruiters were on campus this week seeking to interest students in giving a year of their time to programs of aid to the nation’s disadvantaged people. Today will be the final day for those interested in the program.

Interested students were invited to see an Academy Award-winning motion picture entitled “A Year Towards Tomorrow.” The film is narrated by Paul Newman.

Students who would like to know about the program and to view the film have been invited by Mr. Kremel, in charge of recruitment, to come to the SUB lobby through today.

Political Debate
First district congressional candidate James McClure and Democratic Compton White will debate at Boise State College on Monday, according to Gary Johnson, BSC Young Republican chairman.

The debate will be located in the West Ballroom at 4 p.m. A student pairing question and answer session will also be included in the program.

All students are invited to attend. “This debate is planned only the two candidates will appear together,” Johnson said.

The program is co-sponsored by the BSC Young Republicans and Young Democrats. Refreshments will be served.

College Courts Elect
Deann Griffin, chairman of the College Courts Association, announced the new elected officers of the College Courts this week.

Pat Kider is the representative from the College Courts to the students association.

Other committee members are Tom Jacobs, Elaine Taylor, Chuck Wheeler, and Rick Newman.

Griffin explained the main objectives of the College Courts Association: “We hope to attain a better two-way tie to the administration and also serve as a social organization.”

He explained that 81 married couples, many with families, reside in the College Courts. Family picnics and dances, and other social events, feel they would help to acquaint the families.

The College Courts Association will hold regular meetings every other Tuesday evening at 6 p.m. at Apt. 411. All students of the Courts are invited to attend.

Wheeler Heads Singers
The Meistersingers of Boise State College, directed by C. Griffith Barta, have elected their new officers according to Publicity Chairman Dick Murphy.

Besides Murphy, the officers elected were Larry Wheeler, president; Doug Swanson, vice president; Norma Jeanne Martin, treasurer. Also elected were Dave Banner, representative and Jim Kling, alternate representative.

International Club
The first official and informal meeting of the International Club of Boise will be held Sunday, Oct. 13, at 4:00 p.m. at the Newman Community Center across the Administration Building.

Foreign students, who are automatically an honorary member, have been asked to attend. Foreign members of the student body have expressed their desire to cooperate with the International club through Abbcs of Kuwait, according to Mrs. Colette Russell, Coordinator for the club.

The students also are assisting in planning the programs for the meetings, which includes arranging refreshments.

TKE To Initiate
Tao Kappa Epsilon charter members and pledges are spending the next seven weeks preparing for their fraternity house on Warm Springs Avenue for its formal housingwarm and open house on Nov. 10 and 17.

The fraternity will hold its formal initiation Saturday afternoon of the 16th with the secret ceremony for charter Circle K District Convention, county and local dignitaries will receive invitation to the housewarming held at 8:30 p.m. that evening.

TKE representatives from the University of Idaho, Idaho State University and Washington State University also will be at the formal ceremonies.

The following day, Sunday, Nov. 17, an open house for the public will be held from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Ron Gabriel, TKE president, explained, “The Teks want to acquaint the people in the community with our fraternity and to display the work we’ve done during the past few months.”

Sweetheart Chosen
Diane Ross was selected this week as the College Court’s sweetheart for 1969 at a club meeting Sept. 26. Other nominees included Ron Rood, Kay Hoyt, Jane Jackson, Kathy Nolan, and Lynn Davies. Miss Ross will be the Homecoming Queen candidate and representative from BSC for the Homecoming week celebration held here this spring.

Also, the Circle K Pledges and Officers for the pledge projects this year include pledge President Douglas Cressman, Project Chairman Dennis Maden, pledge secretary Bob Wilson, Ken Benoit, Larry Brunson, John Bonn, Steve Crone, Ken Drusel, Roger Engelman, Ray James, Ken Johnson, Ed Masters, Dave Reiter, Tom Robin, John Shaffer, and Jim Scherer.

Other pledges are Jim Schmidt, Mike Westenkow, Randy Williams, George Winkle, Wendell Hart, Larry Smith, Dave Mueller, Chuck Janssen, and Larry

THE GRUBBIEST couple at the annual Flintstone Friece were Lorie Gibb and Bob Hoeger. The Saffiren Roundhouse played the groovy sounds for the dance after the game with the Westminster Pansons, Sept. 26. The Rubber Band also performed at the dance intermission.

The dance, sponsored by the Esquires, was a big hit with the student body, according to Dance Chairman Jack Sutton. The dance is an yearly affair with the proceeds going to the Memorial Hall Fund.

Students To Participate In Business Symposium
The selection of 25 students to represent BSC at the 7th Annual College-Business Symposium in Boise at the Downpicker on Nov. 4, 1968 has been announced by Dr. Robert E. Ross, Dean of the School of Business and Public Administration.

Students were chosen on the basis of scholarship and evidence of leadership. The selection was made by the faculty of the School of Business and the Dean of Personnel Services. The students are as follows: Stan Olsen, Scott Hayens, Wilma McTavish, Florence Nelson, Dale Fackler, Scott Finnin, James Wozniak, George Mendula, Sister Mary Isla Wasmuth, David Light, Kathryn Goode, Reed Teuscher, Ron Gabriel, Marilyn Adams, Pat Fleener, Harvey Muller, Robert Mean, James Kimmel, Dick Trutich, Gilbert Powell, Martin Lymsky, Connie Sanders, Dyke Nally, Jack Albright, and David Annor.

The Greater Boise Chamber of Commerce will be the hosts at the luncheon. During the day there will be a panel discussion and a free exchange of questions and answers on pressing national problems which are shared mutually by college and university students and by business and professional managers.

A top flight panel of business leaders from across the nation serve on the panel of informed discussion leaders. Among these are the President of Litton Industries, Regional Director of Allied Stores, Vice President of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Director of Manufacturing and Educational Research of Stanford University, President of Boise-Cascade Corporation, Vice President of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and many more.

The states of Idaho, Oregon, Washington and Utah are represented by student leaders selected by their respective colleges and universities for the past six years. This year attendance will be limited to representatives of Idaho and Eastern Oregon.

The first meeting of the newly organized Boise State College Young Americans For Freedom was held last Wednesday at 4 p.m.

The meeting, concerning the appearance of folk singer Pete Seeger, was a certain radio program instead. Michelle Frot, a student president of the group began with a biting monologue that would have pleased Edward Albee.

Before the meeting was over, students and adults listened to and watched a video and rather one-sided film on Hippies, a nerve soothing speech from Sheriff Paul Bright, a letter from J. Edgar Hoover, and a fire and brimstone denunciation from one Reverend Bennett.

The realities: the right moved farther left and the left farther left and nobody got rattled in the middle. Document proof was shown to the effect that Seeger was, indeed, either a Communist, or Communist oriented. There also was documentation for the fact that future meetings of this group will have to be better organized.

Such a right wing group is certainly needed on campus in order to maintain the necessary balance in views which results in objectivity. This was shown when mud-slinging became apparent on both sides—a certain radio program and a certain letter to the editor in last week’s Arbiter. The fact is that this writer feels that it is about time for peaceful discussion.
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Phone for appointment - 385-1492
At BSC Library

Photo-Copier Installed

A new, money-saving Xerox photo-copying machine has been installed in BSC's library, according to Bv MILLER, circulation librarian.

It is located directly to the right of the Periodical Department. These students can use the machine to copy pages or articles from newspapers, magazines, books, pictures, etc., without losing these materials. Before the copier's acquisition, the loss rate was high when materials had to be taken downstairs to be photocopied.

Miss Miller says the machine, rented by the month, is costing the users only half of the 20 cents per page demanded previously. The older unit would use 10 cents to get the copy halfway out, then would need an additional dime to pull the completed sheet all the way through.

The Xerox does positive printing, where the copy turns out black for black and white for white. The negative printing used in the process downstairs held the opposite effect. Black turning out white and white turning out black. Malfunctioning was the key word for the old copier, a repairman being needed almost every day. This new machine holds the problems to a minimum, thereby keeping the cost down even lower.

The unit begins work with an automatic on/ off device. The copying material is placed face down under the Xerox flag, then a dial for the desired number of duplicates is turned. A total of 15 copies, 9x11, can be produced at once, all clearly legible and precise, smear and burn type being eliminated from the Xerox process. After the copies drift through the bottom slot, the job is completed and the automatic switch turns off.

The operation is elementary with the new device. Darryl Huskey, head of the Periodicals Department, says the students now have an alternative, they either learn how to read directions or else they lose the dinner.

Grafica Arts
From London Are Displayed

London Grafica Arts will present a collection of original graphic arts during the Idaho Art Association Conference being held in the Liberal Arts building today and tomorrow morning.

The collection, a wide range of the history of prints, is being displayed in conjunction with David Oravez, head of the art department, making a tour of colleges and universities throughout the nation enabling individual students, faculty, and new collectors to view about 500 works spanning the years and ability to communicate with peers and administration.

The Resident Assistants act as the Dorm of Women's staff are Joanne Werts, Marian Hall; Beverly Martin and Wilma McTavish, Driscoll Hall; and Kim Hansen and Barbara Fine, Morrison Hall. These girls were chosen on the basis of good scholastic standing, excellent citizenship record, and interest in and ability to communicate with peers and administration.

The Resident Assistant has several areas of responsibility. Among these are helping to establish the environment within the hall, counseling groups and individuals with academic, social, and personal problems; consulting with students about activities, explaining and implementing rules and regulations and assisting with administrative responsibilities.

The Resident Assistants meet with the Dean of Women's staff once a week. Sometimes they will meet with the dorm presidents and Resident Directors.

The Resident Assistants act as the link between the students and their college. Their counseling skills help keep the dorm running smoothly. on-campus calls. Extensions of student extensions may dial blue pages for information in the booth in the main lobby and the other in the hallway leading to the west hallway.

The hall phones were installed for the purpose of utilizing students' student's phones. Phone numbers are listed at the left of the phone. Students who are paged through the main public address system and will be used specifically for in-calling calls. "The idea was suggested by myself and a group of students to make it more convenient for those paged to get to a phone," Ranke said.

Those wishing to page a student on the second floor, in the Union may dial 385-1108. Those wishing to page a student on the second floor, in the Union may dial 385-1108 if they are off-campus and for on-campus dollars.

Page Phones Are Installed In SUB Halls

Blue page phones have been installed in the BSC Student Union building as announced by SUB Director Phil Ranke this week. The two phones, one located at the right of the main entrance and the other in the hallway leading to the west hallway.

The hall phones were installed for the purpose of utilizing students' phone numbers. Students are paged through the main public address system and will be used specifically for in-calling calls. "The idea was suggested by myself and a group of students to make it more convenient for those paged to get to a phone," Ranke said.

Those wishing to page a student on the second floor, in the Union may dial 385-1108 if they are off-campus and for on-campus dollars.

PATRONIZE ARBITER ADVERTISERS!

Idaho's Higher Education Charter Flight

EUROPE

-1969-

Round Trip- Jet Flight

London-Tallinn-Jame- 
Returning Last Act

$350

Order or Call:

Dan Etchells

Dawn of Men's

Northwest Nazarene College

Nampa, Idaho 83686

467-8243
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Women's Residence Halls
Create Full RA Program

by Kathy Shefter

This is the first year that the BSC women's residence halls have had a full Resident Assistant Program. This program is in conjunction with the Dean of Women's staff discuss problems and events concerning dorm life.

Presently serving in the positions and considered a part of the Dean of Women's staff are Joanne Werts, Marian Hall; Beverly Martin and Wilma McTavish, Driscoll Hall; and Kim Hansen and Barbara Fine, Morrison Hall. These girls were chosen on the basis of good scholastic standing, excellent citizenship record, and interest in and ability to communicate with peers and administration.

The Resident Assistant has several areas of responsibility. Among these are helping to establish the environment within the hall, counseling groups and individuals with academic, social, and personal problems: consulting with students about activities, explaining and implementing rules and regulations and assisting with administrative responsibilities.

The Resident Assistants meet with the Dean of Women's staff once a week. Sometimes they will meet with the dorm presidents and Resident Directors.

The Resident Assistants act as the link between the students and their college. Their counseling skills help keep the dorm running smoothly. on-campus calls. Extensions of student extensions may dial blue pages for information in the booth in the main lobby and the other in the hallway leading to the west hallway.

The hall phones were installed for the purpose of utilizing students' phone numbers. Students are paged through the main public address system and will be used specifically for in-calling calls. "The idea was suggested by myself and a group of students to make it more convenient for those paged to get to a phone," Ranke said.

Those wishing to page a student on the second floor, in the Union may dial 385-1108 if they are off-campus and for on-campus dollars.

AT THE
BACKWARD DOOR
ONE OF SALT LAKE CITY'S TOP BANDS

"The Combinations"

MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT THE DOOR

LIVE MUSIC ALL NEXT WEEK

712 N. Orchard

EXCEPT MONDAY.
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The Eastern Washington State College Savages will be providing the action for the Broncos tomorrow night at Bronco stadium. This game is a must for area football fans as the Savages, from Cheney, Washington, are presumed to be the toughest foe the Bone State 1968 schedule.

The Washington team was ranked number 2 in the NAIA in 1967 and again are picked to repeat as title holders in their conference. The Savages were undefeated during regular season play last year racking up 10 straight wins. To shore up the back field new BSC SOPHOMORE Bill Smith and a strong line and Ray Spanish and Jim Bronco Maseot for just over 650 yards. for competition in Queen, 0.818 Idaho during the next two seasons he

NOTE: Times listed above are those prevailing at location of game.

BRASS LAMP
Pizza & Ale House

weisfield's JEWELERS
818 Idaho
344-7924

Hurray for Columbus!

In 1492 Columbus discovered America.
In 1968 you can discover the finest
Pizza in the state at the famous

Sunday
Tell the world! So you haven't begun earning. You will. That's why we have credit plans for students of promise.
225.00

Football Schedule
Oct. 12 Eastern Washington at BSC 8:00 p.m.
Oct. 26 Eastern Oregon College at LaGrande, Ore. 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 2 ISU at BSC (Homecoming) 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 9 Colorado Western at BSC 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 19 Central Washington at Ellensburg, Wa. 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 23 C of I Caldwell 2:00 p.m.

BSC Sophomore R. Smith rides the new Bronco Mascot "Booger's Hustler" during a recent football game. The Bronco, which Miss Smith uses for competition in Queen contests throughout Idaho, is a registered 6-year old Appaloosa gelding. He has owned the Bronco Mascot for just over 1/2 years, and not only is he the leader's best riding, but also his solo rider. "It's really exciting to have the opportunity to represent BSC, " she says, "and we hope to see everyone at all Bronco home football games."

Looking at the statistics as the squad heads into their fourth week of competition they lead their opponents in only one category. This being first downs. Boise has 44 compared to 35. The Broncos have gained 495 yards on the ground for an average of 119 yards per game. The opposition is only 46 yards ahead with 399 rushing yards. The yards passing department has the opponents in front 417 to 381 yards.

Bronco quarterback have passed 69 times and completed 30 while the opposition was throwing 81 times and 35 completions. Defensively the Broncos continue to shine as they have managed to intercept 6 passes and grab 5 fumbles.

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.
Wildcats Scratch Broncos 44-3

The Weber Wildcats rode the passing of Paul Waite to a 44 to 3, grid win over Boise State at Ogden, Utah last Saturday night. Waite threw three touchdow

A four yard scoring pass from Waite to Emmett White in the second quarter put Weber on the scoreboard after the two clubs battled to a scoreless first quarter. A field goal by Roger Trinchero later in the quarter gave Weber a 10 to 0 halftime edge.

It was the Waite to Dave MacGillivray combination that completely destroyed the Broncos in the third quarter. In less than two minutes after the kick-off quarterback Waite found MacGillivray for scoring tosses of 21 and 96 yards. Kicking specialist Gary Stivers gave the Bronco, their only bright spot with a 26 yard field goal in the third quarter. The Boise squad headed into the final period trailing 30 to 0 and couldn’t mount a scoring drive against the tough Weber State defense. Waite scored his second touchdown of the evening on a one yarder in the fourth quarter for Weber. In addition to his 30-yard field goal Trinchero kicked 5 of 6 extra points.

The Broncos could muster only 265 total yards while Weber was rolling up 567 yards. The Cats also racked up 20 first down out of 44. It was the Broncos’ second loss in three games.

Scoring: Weber-White 4 pass from Waite (Trinchero kick); Weber-RG Stivers 4; Weber-Gipson 1 run (kick failed); Weber-White 5 pass from Quarzy (Trinchero kick); Weber-Emmett White 2 pass from Waite (Trinchero kick).

JV Punctures Snow During a 25-14 Duel

The Boise State College Jayvee squad toppled the Snow College Badgers 25 to 14 at Malad last Friday night before some 1,000 fans.

Ex-Borah High quarterback Gary Powell punted to Junior Lopez for a 15 yard marker for the Bronco’s first score and Gary Revello rounded 15 yards in the second period to give the Boise eleven a 2 to 0 halftime lead.

The Snow touchdown came in the first quarter on a 40-yard sweep by Chris Duvall. Duvall added the conversion and the Badgers momentarily held a 7 to 6 advantage before Revello’s score.

Pat Ebright took over the signal calling duties for the Bronco in the second half and he tossed scoring strikes to Tony Maher in each of the last two periods. The plays covered 55 and 30 yards respectively. The Boise showing on the stadium clock when Tom Riart, a defensive back for the Badgers grabbed an interception.

Pressman Pleas

An “earnest plea” was issued by the athletic department this week to all BSC students and faculty who attend football games to enter the stadium on the riverside, nearest their seats.

Reason for the request, according to Dave Lehnderfer, athletic publicity chief, is to prevent grid clashing and tear on the football turf by unnecessary pedestrian traffic.

The Deux Barber Shop

HOURS: 8 to 5:30 Weekdays

WEDNESDAYS AND THURSDAYS BY APPOINTMENT

Barber Shop

HAIR STYLISTS

Bob E. Clements

107 South 9th

Phone 342-9709

Newspaper

Vista TACO TIME

405 Vista

Special!

PRESENT THIS
OFFICE OFFERS

* COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE
Attention Students

* ASK US ABOUT OUR SERVICE CHARGE POLICY ON ALL STUDENT ACCOUNTS

1000 BROADWAY AVENUE (ACROSS FROM BRONCO STADIUM)